
R21573/R21574

WARNING: TO AVOID RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK, BE SURE TO SHUT OFF

WHILE POWER BEFORE INSTALLING OR SERVICING THIS FIXTURE.

We suggest a licensed professional electrician for installation

Installation Steps
1. Turn power off at fuse or circuit box before

starting installation process.
2 . Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out

all the parts on a clear surface.
3. Choose the suitable number of Metal Rods and

install the Metal Rod A,B,C,D into the Coupling.
Remove excess wire.

Screw swivel (H) on the Canopy as needed,
and another end of swivel to screw on one
end of the metal tube D.
If you don't need swivel, you can screw the
metal tube D on canopy directly.

4. Slip Collar ring and Canopy over the Rod
assembly.

5. Slip Universal bar assembly along
wire and thread it into the Metal
Rod D.

6. Rotate the Metal Rod into E.
7. Raise fixture up and attach Universal

bar to the Outlet box using two Outlet
box screws.

8. Attach the Universal Bar to the
Outlet Box by using two Outlet
Box Screws .(See Figure1)

9. Install the Ground Wire in the
Universal Bar with the supplied
Green Ground Screw.

10 Place the null wire ,ribbed wire evenly against the ribbed wire from the Outlet Box and place the live
wire,smooth wire evenly against the smooth wire from the Outlet Box, (Connecting the Wire---See
Figure 2)
Carefully tuck wires back into the Outlet Box.

11. Slip Canopy up along rods and over the
Universal bar and hold it in position. Slip Collar ring up to Canopy and thread it onto the Screw collar, to
secure Canopy

12. Install the light bulbs G(Not Supplied), in accordance with the fixture’s specifications.

DO NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM WATTAGE RATING!

Swivel is included in hardware pack so you can use it if needed only.
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